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THE REDEFINED WORKPLACE
RESEARCH SUMMARY
OUR COLLECTIVE PATH TOWARD THE FUTURE.
Since the onset of this crisis, we have seen the power of community and a shared vision come together to solve complex problems beyond
our imagination. Collectively, we are faced with overcoming adversity and finding balance in an unknown world. The world is thinking differently,
and we are taking action to respond.
At our core, National has always found value in listening to and learning from others. From the office to the home and places between, we are
reimagining what’s next and redesigning the future. Committed to helping employees thrive, we’re actively developing products and solutions
that support work, wherever it happens.
This research summary features extracted quotes and essential topics needed to inform the evolving workplace. While there is no one-size-fits-all
approach, these core considerations have helped shape our return to work framework. We share these key learnings below in the same spirit
of cooperation that’s inspired us so many times since this pandemic began.
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EMPLOYEE SAFETY MINDSET
But what exactly will normal look like post COVID-19? Will there be a “new normal”
when the U.S. finally defeats this virus? Specifically, with the exception of essential
employees, the American workforce has been forced to work from home. A SHRM
report detailed a report that 67 percent of employers were at least taking steps
to allow employees to work from home who don’t normally do so. (Apex Benefit)
• Health and safety were the top motives for sending employees home to work during
the COVID-19 pandemic. And health and safety will be the driving factors for employees’
eventual return to the office. (Work Design Magazine)
• Anticipate your employees’ needs and help them reengage with your on-site community
as they return to work, with support from a team of experience ambassadors. Your
ambassadors will be the first friendly faces to greet employees on their first day back.
They should also be available to help your people adjust to their new workspace norms
and social distancing protocols, and will be a fast, reliable resource to address employee
questions. They can provide support and community engagement for your at-home
employees, too. (JLL)

Rachel Gutter, president of the International WELL Building Institute, said that if there
is a silver lining to be found in this situation, it’s a new level of awareness. “All of
us are coming to realize that as designers, as architects, as building managers, as
leaders of organizations, that we have a critical role to play in public health,” she said.
(Metropolis)
• In the post COVID-19 workplace, we’ll all be more acutely aware of the hazards associated
with surfaces we touch and the people we interact with after this prolonged period of social
distancing. (Work Design Magazine)
• We’ll view the spaces and places in which we live, work, and play through a different lens.
Is the air in this building filtered? Are there proper hand-washing facilities? How many
surfaces do I need to touch and how clean are they? Where can I go for a quiet break if the
office crowd is too much after being away? (Work Design Magazine)
• Significant attention will be paid to “visible housekeeping” that was once intentionally
concealed. (Work Design Magazine)

THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC HAS UPENDED EVERYTHING, INCLUDING
PEOPLE’S TRUST IN THE PLACES AND SPACES WHERE WE WORK.
FOR THOSE WHO DESIGN AND DEVELOP OFFICE BUILDINGS AROUND
THE WORLD, THIS HAS INTRODUCED A NEW CHALLENGE: ONCE WE ARE
CLEARED TO RETURN TO THE OFFICE, HOW CAN WE CONVINCE PEOPLE
THAT THE BUILDINGS THEY USE ARE HEALTHY AND SAFE? (GENSLER)
IMPLEMENT BUILDING-WIDE CLEANING PROTOCOLS
• Given all the instruction circulating about hand sanitizers, hand washing, and wiping down hard surfaces with disinfectant
wipes, people will want to know what kind of protocols building managers and their employers are putting into place to
keep office buildings safe...organizations should implement professional cleaning and sanitizing protocols for workstations,
conference rooms, reception desks, and social/common areas at regular intervals throughout the day. Building owners will
need to be able to work to an objective, third-party standard so there is a comfort with the protocol being followed. (Gensler)
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IMPROVED INDOOR AIR QUALITY
“Improved air filtration is probably the single most important lesson learned from China,” says Despina Katsikakis,
head of Occupier Business Performance at Cushman & Wakefield. One reason that the labor force has returned to work
so quickly is that China’s office buildings have been installing high-end air filtration systems for several years now,
and the country even introduced its own indoor air certification standard, in response to rising pollution. (Fast Company)
• Work with building management to improve
air circulation, filtration, and ventilation and
confirm cleaning protocols. Increase humidity
levels to 40 to 60 percent to reduce infection.
Use portable humidifiers if the HVAC system
does not allow for this. (HOK)
• Consider engaging advisory services on a site-by-site
basis to ensure proper functioning and operation
of systems to ensure adequate indoor air quality.
A variety of methods may be employed depending
on specific needs including dilution ventilation,
differential room pressurization, personalized
ventilation, enhanced filtration (central or unitary),
and UVGI filter installation in terminal units. (JLL)

WITH IMMEDIATE RETROFITS TO EXISTING BUILDINGS, WE CAN TAKE
MEASURES THAT HELP FILTER AND DESTROY BACTERIA AND VIRUSES
FROM OUR INDOOR ENVIRONMENTS. AMONG OTHER ACTIONS MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS RECOMMEND, ADDING UV LIGHTS TO AIR HANDLERS CAN
HELP PURIFY AIR AND CONTRIBUTE TO A SAFE AND HEALTHY INDOOR
ENVIRONMENT. (GENSLER)
• Going forward, we must consider ways to ventilate more with outdoor air to dilute airborne contaminants and lower
transmission opportunities. In addition to HVAC systems, operable windows provide a simple solution for letting in more
outdoor air. (HOK)

LEVERAGE TECHNOLOGY
Almost everyone predicts that public spaces will move toward more automation to mitigate contagion, with COVID-19 speeding
up development of all types of touch-less technology—automatic doors, voice-activated elevators, cellphone-controlled hotel
room entry, hands-free light switches and temperature controls, automated luggage bag tags, and advanced airport check-in
and security. (Architectural Digest)
• Limiting the need to touch things in the work environment and reduce exposure to germs will be key areas of focus.
We already have incorporated automation of workplace elements including lighting systems, sensor-activated faucets
and toilets, water dispensers, and smart window shades. But the number of things we touch daily that are rarely cleaned—
door handles, elevator call buttons, and building directories—need to be addressed. (HOK)
• In addition to the conventional hands-free faucets, and soap and paper towel dispensers, no touch options can be
considered for doors, badge readers, and garbage/recycling bins. (Work Design Magazine)
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WORKPLACE DENSITY
This event will change how we use the office and measure the utilization of space. We typically try to design our office space
at a density no greater than 200 square feet per person. But is the square foot per person metric critical when we need to
practice social distancing and when so many people are effectively working from home? I see our office space becoming less
dense and circulation—the distance between desks—becoming more important. (HOK)

• “Open offices were already on the decline before COVID-19,” said David Dewane of Chicago firm Barker/Nestor, who is perhaps
most famous for advocating for and designing anti-open-office “deep-work chambers”. He hopes workplace leaders will
take the best of what they’ve learned from virtual working to help create office spaces that allow for a balance of isolated
concentration and productive, meaningful collaboration. (Architectural Digest)
• “To keep people apart, building managers may have to remove the couches that have sprung up in lobbies in recent years
as lobbies have become gathering places rather than just spots you pass through. Or they could place markers on the floor,
6 feet apart, to separate visitors lining up for security clearance. Meetings previously held in a conference room designed for,
say, 20 people might need to be switched to a larger room, provided one exists”. said Anthony Brower, Director of Sustainable
Design, Senior Associate for Gensler. (Gensler)
• According to experts, companies will try ideas such as making batches of employees and allowing about 30% of the employees
to work from home by rotation. This will ensure lower occupancy in offices and more space for all. (The Economic Times)

DE-DENSIFY PEOPLE, SIMILAR TO THE CURRENT SOCIAL DISTANCING
PROTECTIVE MEASURES THAT HAVE BEEN RECOMMENDED: WORK
REMOTELY, SPREAD OUT SEATING, LIMIT OR ELIMINATE IN PERSON
CONFERENCE MEETINGS, LIMIT OR PROHIBIT VISITORS.
(BALA CONSULTING ENGINEERS)
• A growing number of building owners and developers,
including the owners of such prominent Chicago
properties as the Merchandise Mart, already have
latched onto the concept of office spaces that
promote employee wellness with such features as
internal stairs that encourage employees to walk from
floor to floor instead of taking the elevator.
(Chicago Tribune)
• Since functions reserved for conference rooms, dining
rooms, and other large congregation areas should
presently be avoided, it may be possible to convert
these spaces into temporary workspaces for the
duration of the crisis. (Bala Consulting Engineers)
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The capacity of the workplace may have been significantly reduced due to social distancing. Workplace standards should
be loosened to allow the best place for employees to work. (Work Design Magazine)
• Office managers have been using hotdesking (flexible workspace scheduling) as a way to increase the density of their
workplaces. With our new six-foot safety zones, we might see density start to be seen as a bad thing, companies might even
impose a minimum standard to ensure compliance. (Propmodo)
• The 6 Feet Office is our conceptual idea to help our clients prepare for their employees to return to the office. The core
premise is to ensure that 6 feet, the recommended measurement for safe social distancing, stays between people at all
times. This behavior is encouraged through properly spaced desks, but also visual signals, such as a circle embedded
in the carpeting around each desk to ensure people don’t get too close. (Cushman & Wakefield)

“WE STARTED THE 6 FEET OFFICE PROJECT WITH THE AMBITION
TO GET THE WORLD SAFER AND BACK AT WORK SOONER. WE BELIEVE
THAT A SAFE AND HEALTHY WORKPLACE IS AT THE CENTER OF WHAT’S
NEXT IN BUSINESS.” JEROEN LOKERSE, HEAD OF THE NETHERLANDS
(CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD)
• Using arrows on the floor, people are also encouraged to walk clockwise, and only clockwise,
in lanes around the office. This one-way traffic is the same approach that healthcare
workers take in hospitals to help avoid the spread of pathogens.
(Cushman & Wakefield via Fast Company)
• Each morning, employees are also asked to grab a paper placemat for their desk. At the
end of the day, the paper is thrown away, which could help mitigate some contact-based
spread of COVID-19 on office surfaces. (Cushman & Wakefield via Fast Company)
• Upon returning to the office, consider assigning what were formerly shared
desks to individuals for a full day or a week, and then make sure they are
disinfected before a new person uses the work setting. (Gensler)
• Normal hygiene practices have discouraged the sharing of keyboards, mice
and headsets. In shift settings where multiple people share one workstation,
accommodations need to be made for each employee to bring their own
technology gear. (Work Design Magazine)
• Discourage workers from using other workers’ phones, desks, offices,
or other work tools and equipment, when possible. (OSHA)

Mary Dickinson, an associate principal in Perkins + Will’s Dallas office agreed,
explaining that she expected to see a shift in how companies manage their people.
“I think people are going to be more sensitive about their workforce,” she said. “It might call into question how we have been
doing things. We might start thinking about how much we have been pushing folks together in terms of the desk arrangements,
we might have new rules of proximity.” (Metropolis)
• In a future where many employees might spend 50% of their week working remotely, the interior design of offices
will become increasingly more flexible, while others adopt more residential tones to create a “home away from home”.
(Arch Daily)
• Some organizations with shared cafeterias or lunch rooms may consider implementing “assigned” lunch periods to allow
for greater space and the opportunity to clean surfaces between visits. Assigned lunch periods will offer facilities teams
enough time to clean and sterilize popular gathering areas prior to the next wave of people coming in to eat. (Density Blog)
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VIRTUAL INTERACTIONS
Perhaps the trickiest aspect of the virtual workplace will be how companies engage with their clients and prospects.
(Apex Benefits)
• An immediate solution is to rethink how people congregate in office spaces. Huddling in a small conference room with poor
ventilation will not feel good to people anymore. As people gravitate back to the office, we will be more likely to use our
conference rooms with half of the people it can accommodate. Others can join meetings virtually. (Gensler)
• “During a meeting with one of our new clients in 2019, half of the team participated from our Apex office while two of us
managed the meeting in person,” said Scott Long, Apex vice president of Sales. “It was a very effective use of our time and
technology. The team performed well and I believe the prospect – now our client – appreciated our thoughtful approach.”
(Apex Benefits)

A PHASED RETURN TO THE OFFICE (CHOICE AND CONTROL)
Consider how employees will feel when they prepare to return to the office. Instead of mandating that everyone come back
at once, consider offering the option for people to do it in waves. This may not only provide the necessary social distancing,
but it would also allow employees a greater sense of control over their health. (Gensler)

FINDING THE RIGHT BALANCE
BETWEEN THE IN-PERSON AND
VIRTUAL MEETINGS IS KEY.
(APEX BENEFITS)

• Consider establishing policies and practices for social distancing: avoiding large gatherings and maintaining distance
(approximately 6 feet or 2 meters) from others when possible (e.g., breakrooms and cafeterias). Strategies that business
could use include: (CDC)
• Implementing flexible worksites (e.g., telework) and flexible work hours (e.g., staggered shifts)
• Increasing physical space between employees at the worksite
• Implementing flexible meeting and travel options (e.g., postpone non-essential meetings or events)
• Employees may return to the office for a time while the organization determines the extent of remote work opportunities
based on personal preferences and business demands. The capacity of the workplace may have been significantly reduced
due to social distancing. Workplace standards should be loosened to allow the best place for employees to work.
(Work Design Magazine)

THE RETURN OF EMPLOYEES TO THE WORKPLACE WILL VARY
BY ORGANIZATION BUT WILL UNDOUBTEDLY OCCUR IN WAVES.
(WORK DESIGN MAGAZINE)
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WORKING REMOTELY
Many companies will weather this COVID-19 pandemic with the realization that remote work has an important role to play
in their real estate and operational strategies going forward. Some will emerge with new appreciation for the workplace
and value of in-person collaboration and teamwork (with a new understanding that distributed work can be an alternative
when necessary). (HOK)
• At the height of the crisis, many—workers, especially—are spending more time at home. After, this pattern will endure
with meaningfulness and comfort carrying a price premium. There will be a rise in home spending—on the home and made
at home as people will stay more local. Desire for cocooning, along with opportunities for those with creative strategies
to enable it, will move center-stage. (Accenture)
• To minimize business disruption and protect employees, organizations must take steps to start creating an Elastic Digital
Workplace to enable a highly extendable workplace environment that allows you to quickly scale and dynamically adapt
to changing business needs based on global and local conditions. (Accenture)

Remote is not remote anymore, it’s a new normal. (Work Design Magazine)

WHILE WORKING REMOTELY, PRODUCTIVITY
INCREASED BY 4.4% WHEN EMPLOYEES
MOVED FROM WORKING AT HOME ON
A LIMITED BASIS TO THE LOCATION OF THEIR
CHOICE, THIS PRODUCTIVITY GAIN COULD
ADD $1.3 BILLION OF VALUE TO THE U.S.
ECONOMY EACH YEAR. (HIRE RIGHT BLOG)
• It’s important to remember that while someone’s role or function may adapt well to working remotely, there are a host of
individual considerations and circumstances that must be considered before employing new workplace practices more
broadly. Namely, do the people you’re asking to work from home have the environments and tools needed to effectively do
this? Will their living or household arrangements allow them to be productive at home? Which allowances are you prepared
to make knowing that even those who work remotely full-time often want occasional interaction with others? (HOK)
• “If virtual working is successful, if we’re in fact more productive, it’s going to fundamentally change the value proposition
of shared workspace. Not everyone wants to be in a big social playground,” says Lionel Ohayon, founder and CEO of New
York design studio ICRAVE, which has overseen health care, airport, hospitality, and workplace projects around the world.
(Architectural Digest)

Consider establishing alternating days or extra shifts that reduce the total number of employees in a facility at a given time,
allowing them to maintain distance from one another while maintaining a full onsite work week. (OSHA)
• Employers should explore whether they can establish policies and practices,
such as flexible worksites (e.g., telecommuting) and flexible work hours
(e.g., staggered shifts), to increase the physical distance among employees
and between employees and others if state and local health authorities
recommend the use of social distancing strategies. (OSHA)
• In the long-term, we may see employers set up offices in secondary or tertiary
markets, which will aid in business continuity and service a growing number
of younger people who want to own a house. We’ve learned that urban density
helps spread disease and being cooped up in a small apartment with kids
doesn’t help productivity or good relationships. (Colliers)
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THE FUTURE ROLE OF CO-WORKING
For those whose old normal was working at a crowded co-working space, sitting elbow to elbow, and swapping turns
on the ping pong table, life might never look the same again. (Propmodo)
• Alex Scandurra, CEO of co-working space and innovation hub Stone & Chalk, echoed similar remarks, “While it’s difficult
to predict exactly what a post-COVID-19 workplace will look like, we anticipate that remote working and digital collaboration
will play an ongoing role in our industry and beyond.” (ZDNet)
• This transition from collective to remote working, and the architectural considerations it will mean for living and office
spaces, old and new, was evident long before the current coronavirus pandemic cast it into the public consciousness.
That said, this global forced experiment in working-from-home may ironically be a catalyst for a healthier future relationship
between us and our workplace. (Arch Daily)

“People might not want to share space as much after this like you do with traditional co-working spaces so we will likely see
an uptick in demand for private offices,” says Bryan Murphy, CEO of flexible meeting room and office space provider Breather.
(Density Blog)
• Flex space occupiers like Knotel, Industius, Convene, and even WeWork have been growing their private office suite offerings
for some time, so they have a hedge against the decrease in demand for traditional co-working spaces. (Density Blog)

ULTIMATELY, ONE THING WE’VE LEARNED FROM THE ISOLATION WE’VE
EXPERIENCED AS A RESULT OF THE PANDEMIC IS THE DEGREE TO
WHICH HUMANS ARE SOCIAL ANIMALS. WE VALUE HUMAN CONNECTION,
AND WE WANT TO JOIN OUR COLLEAGUES AT WORK AGAIN. (GENSLER)
• We asked Preston Pesek, cofounder of the co-working concept Spacious, which was acquired by WeWork and then later
shuttered during their IPO disaster, what he thought the short term effects of this shutdown will be. He answered, “Access
to working capital is going to make the difference between success and failure for many businesses this year across the
economy, regardless of whether or not they operate, or occupy, shared co-working spaces.” (Propmodo)
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